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Abstract 
The air condition system in the industry and commercial sector is the large proportion of energy consumption in 
Thailand. Thus, the energy conservation in the air condition system is very important for decreasing the capital of 
production or service. While the commercial’s building and factory have the own measure of energy conservations, 
the many projects from the Ministry of energy has objective to decrease the energy consumption of all sector. This 
research is the summarize of the 79 establishment which attend with the Ministry of energy in the energy 
conservation projects (specific consider of the air condition system). The result showed that the measure was 
implemented for 101 times, the total energy saving about 9,830,655 kWh/year include 70 cases of the not investment 
measure and 31 cases of investment measure. It can save 6,938,135 kWh/year and 2,892,520 kWh/year respectively. 
The most of measuring were the demand side measure. The energy saving measure which could most save the energy 
was to select high efficiency chiller to be the main part to run. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 2013, Thailand had the energy consumption about 2,001 KTOE/day, the proportion of energy 
consumption in the industry sector was 36% and commercial’s building was 7% and energy import of 
Thailand was 60%. From the non-stability of energy, Thailand government aims to save energy by 
decreasing the energy intensity about 25% in 2030. Thus the government has to promote campaign and 
enforce measure for achieving to energy saving. The most of energy consumption in the commercial 
buildings and factory is usage by air condition system. From this reason, the establishments have to 
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manage to save the energy by individual or attending with the government’s project. This research is the 
summarize of the 79 establishment, who was accompany with the energy conservation project from 
Ministry of energy (specific consider of the air condition measure). This research studied the result of the 
implementation according to the energy saving measure, problem’s cause, solution of problem and reward 
from energy saving in air condition measure. 
2. METHODOLOGY 
This study was to compile the energy saving measure in the air condition system of the establishments. 
There are the methodologies of this study as follow; 
The researchers brought  the energy conservation report and choose the air condition measure, then 
divide the measure into many groups, depending on measures and the study in each group about measure, 
result, problem’s cause, solution of problem and frequency of operating measure. The result found that 
we can divide the main measure to 4 groups which consists of group 1, it was the chiller’s measure, group 
2 was the water pump measure, group 3 was the heat removal system measure and group 4 was the 
demand side measure. 
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The study found that 79 establishments have 101 of the air condition system measure, the total of 
energy saving was about 9,830,655 kWh/year include not investment measure 70 cases and investment 
measure 31 cases, the energy saving was 6,938,135 kWh/year and 2,892,520 kWh/year respectively. The 
group 4 measure was the most of implementations about 45 cases but the most of energy saving measure 
was group1. 
 
Table 1. the result of the energy saving in air condition system in each groups 
 
 
 
The table 2 show that, not investment measures in group 3,1 and 4 was the most of energy saving per 
times of implemented respectively, while invest measures in group 3, 1 and 4 was the good reward and 
short times of payback period.  
 
 
 
measure action  (times) saving  
(kWh/year) 
saving  
(Bath/year) 
investment 
(Bath) 
Chiller (group 1) 34 4,524,530 14,478,496 150,000 
water pump (group 2) 15 1,249,843 3,999,498 2,116,627 
heat removal (group 3) 7 1,083,125 3,466,000 944,111 
demand side (group 4) 45 2,973,157 9,514,103 1,880,330 
summary 101 9,830,655 31,458,097 5,091,068 
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Table 2. the result of the energy saving in air condition system 
 
The measure in group 1 is about the chiller’s measure, it shows as below; 
Setting cool water temperature higher, if the cool water temperature is set in the low temperature so we 
can increase the higher temperature (the system can run), the energy consumption will be decreased. 
Reducing the chiller running time by turning on the chiller later and turning off it more quick. 
Chiller management, the establishments have many chillers and alternate running but the chillers have 
the different efficiency. Selecting high efficiency chiller to be the main part to run. It can save the energy 
consumption. 
If the establishments have many chillers and each not run at full load we can crowd load and turn off 
some chillers. 
 
Table 3. The result of the energy saving in air condition system in group 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The measure in group 2 was about the energy conservation in pump system which consists of chill 
water pump and condenser pump. 
 
  group 1 group 2 group 3 group 4 total 
action not investment (time) 31 13 1 25 70 
 saving (kWh/year) 4,400,125 706,307 252,914 1,578,789 6,938,135 
 saving (Bath/year) 14,080,401 2,260,183 809,325 5,052,123 22,202,032 
 saving (kWh/time) 141,940 54,331 252,914 63,152 - 
action investment (time) 3 2 6 20 31 
 saving (kWh/year) 124,405 543,536 830,211 1,394,369 2,892,520 
 saving (Bath/year) 398,095 1,739,315 2,656,675 4,461,980 9,256,066 
 investment (Bath) 150,000 2,116,627 944,111 1,880,330 5,091,068 
 saving (kWh/time) 41,468 271,768 138,369 69,718 - 
 reward(BathSave/invest) 2.65 0.82 2.81 2.37 - 
 payback(years) 0.38 1.22 0.36 0.42 - 
total action 34 15 7 45 101 
 saving (kWh/year) 4,524,530 1,249,843 1,083,125 2,973,157 9,830,655 
 saving (Bath/year) 14,478,496 3,999,498 3,466,000 9,514,103 31,458,097 
measure action  (times) saving  
(kWh/year) 
set point of chill water temperature 11 771,247 
reduce machine runtimes 9 950,543 
chiller management 10 2,189,974 
crowd load 4 612,766 
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Table 4. The result of the energy saving in air condition system in group 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The measure in group 2 is about the pump’s measure, it show as below; 
Pump management measure, the establishments have many sets of pumps which consist of the chill 
water pump’s set and condenser pump’s set but the air condition process will run some pumps (not run all 
pump in set), thus this measure is choose the height efficiency of pump to the main running, the pump 
efficiency can measured by water flow per electrical power consumption. 
The measure of stopping pump, the most of these measures will be used with the pumps in production 
line. It can be stopped. Moreover, we found that the most of establishments run chill water pump more 
than needed water flow rate but they control water flow rate by using narrow valve which it means that 
the pumps are oversize. Indeed, they should reduce the size of pump, the electrical power consumption 
will be declined. 
The measure of install VSD for control pump, this measure is the invested measure for VSD 
installation to control the condenser pump. At the past time, the establishments control water flow rate by 
using narrow valve but VSD is more appropriate to control water flow rate. 
 
Table 5. The result of the energy saving in air condition system in group 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The measure in group 3 was the heat removal by using cooling tower or air cool chiller;  
The measure of improving heat removal measure consists of reducing the surrounding temperature by 
installing the awning and changing the new filler of cooling tower.  
The measure of cooling tower control was cooling tower’s fan control, when the water temperature is 
lower than the set point, the controller will command the fan to stop working.  
Cooling tower’s fan control by using VSD, the VSD will control air flow rate through the control of 
fan speed in order to be suitable with load. 
 
 
 
measure times saving (kWh/year) 
pump management 7 309,281 
Stop pump 5 857,331 
VSD pump 1 57,024 
pump sizing 1 26,208 
measure times saving (kWh/year) 
heat removal improvement 4 394,403 
cooling tower control 2 418,622 
VSD cooling tower fan 3 270,100 
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Table 6. The result of the energy saving in air condition system in group 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The measure in group 4 is demand side measure, it’s consist of the measure below; 
Setting demand side temperature higher will reduce the energy consumption too but we should be 
realize about the appropriation of air condition. 
The measure of management was to reduce the system run time by turning on the system later and 
turning off it more quick. 
Decreasing air condition load was reducing the leak point in the condition room for deceasing the heat 
gain into the room.  
Install VSD at AHU fan to control AHU fan speed for appropriation. 
The change system measure was to change air condition system from chiller to evaporative cooling 
system. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
From the energy conservation in air condition system in 4 groups, we found that the 79 establishments 
have implemented 101 action times which it consists of investment measure and not investment measure. 
The most of implemented was the not investment measure, the proportion of implemented between not 
investment measure and investment measure was 69.3: 30.7. All measure can save the energy was 
9,830,655 kWh/year. 
The most of implemented was demand side measure because this measure is simple to implementation, 
it’s about 44.55% from all measure (45 cases from 101 cases). For the demand side measure, it consists of 
25 cases for not investment measure and 20 cases for investment measure. The most of implemented in 
this group is air condition system management and the most of investment in this group is installing the 
VSD and changing the chiller. While the interested measure was group 1 which about chiller measure 
because it can save energy consumption extremely, this group was about 33.66% of implementation (34 
cases from 101 cases), it consists of 31 cases of not investment measure and 3 cases of investment 
measure. The most of implemented in group 1 is the set point of chill water temperature to higher (11 
action times from 31 cases of not investment measure) and chiller management (10 action times from 31 
case of not investment measure), the investment for this group is the crowd load about install the new 
tube for crowd load.  
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measure times saving (kWh/year) 
set point Temperature 4 423,786 
management 27 1,332,052 
reduce load 9 169,239 
VSD AHU fan 4 271,914 
change chiller to evaporative 1 776,165 
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